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INNOVATION
TIME
Since 1951, we have been dedicated to crafting the most advanced
innovative product solutions that help facilities stand out
and guests take notice.
No one has delivered innovation over time like SICO .
®

We see your facility not for what it is, but what it can be. As your go-to
source for premier quality product solutions, we’ll help you get more
out of every square inch, while making it easier for your staff.
Every SICO® s olution is forged from insights, engineered through
innovation and built to last.

The Trusted Go-To Company
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TABLE SOLUTIONS
With so much riding on your tables, you need a partner you
can trust. Count on SICO for the diverse solutions, solid
workmanship and innovative features to make every set-up
smooth and every guest experience perfect.
®

Meeting &
Banquet Tables

Event Tables
Our innovative event tables
are designed to enhance
and accentuate creativity.
Meeting clients needs from
food presentation to social
and learning applications has
never been easier. SICO’s
event tables provide flexibility
while maximizing your event
space. Creating memorable
guest experiences while
minimizing strain on
your staff.

Whether they’re getting down
to business or g
 etting ready
to party, your guests will be
impressed by the quality,
style and s ophistication of
our meeting and b
 anquet
tables. Select from basic
plywood tables, to a wide
variety of shapes, sizes
and laminate patterns.
SICO’s t ables complement
any space while featuring
legendary craftsmanship,
portability and storage
conveniences.
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In-Room Dining
Deliver a five-star e
 xperience
right to your guests with
our stylish, sturdy room
service tables. T
 houghtfully
designed with oval and
square table tops. SICO®
room service tables offer
enough dining space for up
to four adults. With a large
table top surface and extra
leg room, our tables c reate
an e
 xceptional in-room
dining guest e
 xperience. Easy
rolling tables makes d
 elivery
smooth for your staff, while
our n
 on-metal contact frame
makes for a quiet d
 elivery to
your guest.
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EVENT TABLES

Nest for Storage, Nest for Style
Design sense meets common sense. Our stunning nesting tables create a
variety of arrangement options to meet multiple usage needs, while also
offering practical, space-saving storage simplicity. Now that’s smart!
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Hospitality - Table Solutions

TABLES

Nesting TablesMetal Legs
Nesting TablesWood Legs

Live Edge
With their rustic, Maple or
Oak tops, these tables exude
a truly natural charm. A perfect choice for facilities that
want an o
 rganic, natural look.

Hand-crafted from Red Oak
or Maple wood veneers in
a variety of finishes. These
nesting tables feature a
classic, clean, simple d
 esign.
Arrange in traditional or
unconventional layouts
creating unique serving and
action stations. Available in a
set or sold separately.
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Arrange in traditional or
unconventional layouts
creating unique serving and
action stations. Crafted from
tubular steel and your choice
of top options in a variety of
finishes that complement
any décor.
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EVENT TABLES

Save BIG on Storage
Flip and nest the Socializer table within the adjacent table and roll it easily
into and out of storage. The Diamond Cross Frame can be stored most efficiently on a caddy with up to 18* other tables.

*Caddy storage capacity will depend on table size.
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Hospitality - Table Solutions

TABLES

Diamond
Cross Frame

Socializer
Elevate your guests’
experiences with our
Socializer selections.
Featuring tiered heights
that complement a s it-down
dining or standing s ocial
event, these v ersatile
favorites maximize your
serving flexibility.
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The elegant, intuitive d
 esign
of the Diamond Cross Frame
tables makes any event a
show stopper. The r eversible
tops and configurable
construction makes any
arrangement possible for any
event. The top lifts off with
no clasps or triggers and the
frame folds flat. Simply roll
the tops and frames into and
out of storage on one of our
table caddies.
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EVENT TABLES

Nesting Storage
How do we fit so much catering innovation into such a small space? By
creating tables that can roll, fold and nest into each other to store in a
compact space – until your next big upscale event.
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Hospitality - Table Solutions

TABLES

Sophisticate Plus

Sophisticate
True to its name, our
Sophisticate catering table
is a classy c ombination of
style, mobility and d
 urability.
Ideal for any upscale
event – from catering to
chef d
 emonstrations – the
Sophisticate tables are
available in a variety of
finishes making it the p
 erfect
choice for any upscale
linenless event.
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The Sophisticate Plus o
 ffers
eye-catching style, linenless
convenience and m
 aximum
mobility along with a
 nother
impressive innovation –
holding or induction c ooking
units built right into its
durable tabletop. You’ll be
assured that your dishes are
at the ideal temperature,
from the first serving to the
last. That’s catering
with confidence.
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EVENT TABLES

Compact Storage
We know that your commitment to creating a unique guest e
 xperience is
endless, but your facilities’ space is not. That’s why our rugged catering tables also fold down easily for compact s torage allowing you to store multiple
tables in a tight footprint.
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Hospitality - Table Solutions

TABLES

Catering
Finally. Tables designed to
cater to your serving and
pre-set needs. Our versatile
catering tables can be in the
kitchen and rolled into use by
one person, reducing labor
costs and minimizing noisy
meeting interruptions. The
versatile racks allow for
extra storage.
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MEETING & BANQUET TABLES

Transport Caddies Give You a Leg Up
Minimize staff strain and downtime by using our heavy-duty transport
caddies to stack and move our folding leg tables with ease. Each features
built-in angle support bars and side rails to keep tables snug and secure
and keep your operation rolling.
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Hospitality - Table Solutions

TABLES

Linenless FLT
These premium folding leg t ables are built to last from edge to edge
with heavy-duty legs, aircraft lock-nuts and bolts and our rugged
Armor-Edge® technology. Choose either plywood or from a wide
variety of laminates to create a linenless look. With a choice of three
leg styles, a variety of sizes and an optional m
 odesty p
 anel, these
tables fit nearly any need or space configuration.
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MEETING & BANQUET TABLES

Nesting Storage
Your hard-working staff will appreciate how our MultiApp tables fold and nest
together effortlessly and can be stored away in a remarkably small space.
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TABLES

MultiApp IIS

MultiApp
With the mobile, versatile
MultiApp table, you can be
meeting-ready in seconds. It
requires no caddy so it can
be rolled into action by just
one person. Choose from a
variety of trending laminate
colors to match your d
 écor
– each with our rugged
Armor-Edge edging. Also
available with data ports.

With its clean, classic colors
and lines, this table makes
a statement. F eaturing
dual-sided s eating and ample
leg room, the M
 ultiApp IIS
lives up to its name as a
multi-purpose table. U
 se
as a conference, catering,
or banqueting table. The
applications are limitless.
Durable s wivel casters make
mobility easy.

®
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MEETING & BANQUET TABLES

Nesting Storage
Our Pacer tables are just as impressive in storage as they are in service.
When not in use, they fold easily for compact, upright placement in even
tight areas. Another space challenge solved!
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TABLES

Pacer II

Pacer
With the Pacer’s smart
design and variety of shapes
you can fit more tables into
one space and increase
your seating capacity by
up to 32%. Plus, its stylish,
yet r ugged, frame can be
folded and rolled effortlessly
into storage – by just one
staff member. That’s SICO®
simplicity.
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The Pacer II takes the P
 acer’s
durable design and style
to the next level. With its
seamless tabletop, reinforced
with SICO® Armor-Edge®
edging, and attractive
colors and shape options,
the u
 ltra-mobile Pacer II
empowers you to quickly
transform any area into a
productive meeting space.
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MEETING & BANQUET TABLES

Compact Storage
We apply as much engineering innovation to product storage as we do
product performance. For example, our spacious conference tables fold
down quickly into a tight vertical formation and can be rolled away in 
seconds, by just one person. It doesn’t get much easier than that.
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Hospitality - Table Solutions

TABLES

Conference Table
With its upscale boat-shaped
look and compelling c ontours,
this table will enhance your
reputation as a premier
meeting venue. It combines
the beauty of a traditional
conference table with our
legendary durability and easy
fold-and-roll design. It even
features an optional built-in
data port and outlet to power
winning presentations.
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IN-ROOM DINING

Nesting Storage
Optimizing your storage room is a breeze with our room service tables.
They fold easily and roll together into a tight vertical nesting alignment.
And there’s no lifting needed!
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TABLES

Tri-Fold

Bi-Fold
The Bi-Fold table is a
 vailable
with an oval or square
top. Leaves fold down for
transport, then fold out
for service. A durable and
rugged table for operation,
this premier in-room dining
table will allow you to create
a premier in-room dining
experience for your guests.
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Exclusive SICO® design, the
Tri-Fold is the only table
available where the leaves
lock in an upright position
for transport. This feature,
available on both the oval
and square top, g
 reatly
reduces spillage and
breakage. The top easily
tilts to a vertical position
for storage.
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IN-ROOM DINING

Food Warmer Transport
Place a food warmer on the rack below a room service table and deliver
your guest’s in-room dining cuisine at just the right temperature.
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TABLES

Table Guide
(Optional)

Larger Casters

Ask for our optional Table
Guide to make navigating
hallways and elevators easier
for your team.

(Optional)

Unit-to-Unit
Rack Connection
Connect the lower racks
of room service tables to
allow for one in-room d
 ining
attendant to deliver and
pick up a train of multiple
tables. Easy for your staff and
efficient for your bottom line.

Choose a larger 5” resort
caster for easy rolling over
rough terrain. C
 onstructed
for durability and easy
cleaning. One person
can easily roll and
maneuver tables.
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IN-ROOM DINING

Active Storage
Store, heat and transport up to six food warmers with this convenient caddy
that includes swivel casters and a master power unit into which you can
plug your warmers. It makes kitchen prep easier and meal delivery a snap!
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TABLES

Food Warmers
Telescoping
Handle & Wheels
(Optional)

Food Warmer
Racks
Free up floor space with our
efficient food w
 armer storage
racks. Available in single-rack
(holds nine w
 armers) or
double-rack (holds 18
warmers). These innovative
gravity-fed systems will
ensure your warmers are
ready for use with every
guest order.

After delivering an impressive
culinary experience on
a room service table, a
telescoping handle and
wheels added to the warmer
makes it easy to transport
the food warmer back
to kitchen.
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Give your guests your best
by choosing SICO® as your
source for quality food
warmers – in electric or solid
fuel options. C
 rafted with
stainless steel and a
 luminum
exteriors, these units have
built-in t hermostats to
maintain ideal temperatures.
Plus, they stack and store
easily and shelves remove
in a snap for s treamlined
cleaning and maintenance.
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Hospitality - Buffet Stations

BAR & TOWER SOLUTIONS
Give your culinary creations the presentation they deserve by
using SICO mobile buffet station soultions to entice, inspire
and serve your guests in total style.
®

Mobile Bars &
Display Towers
SICO’s Mobile Bars and
Display Towers are built
to perform wherever and
whenever the event calls.
Vertical displays are the
perfect solution for food
and beverage presentation,
general display or during
social hour as a bar back.
Choose from a wide array
of finish options that can be
personalized to suit your
theme. With a multitude of
shapes, sizes and finishes,
the options are endless.
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MOBILE BARS & DISPLAY TOWERS

Caster Transport
Roll into and out of use on 3” (8cm) casters. Even setup in back of house
and roll into place fully stocked.
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Hospitality - Buffet Stations

BUFFET STATIONS

Display Towers

Mobile Bar
SICO’s Mobile Bar is built
to perform wherever and
whenever the event calls. On
casters the bars are easily
rolled into and out of use.
Finish options are limitless so
you can rest assured the bar
will fit perfectly with the rest
of your decor.
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SICO® Mobile Display Towers
are flexible, multi-functional
and timeless. The vertical
display is the perfect s olution
for Food and Beverage
presentation, general display
or during social hour as a bar
back. Available with laminate
or wood veneer shelves
and brushed stainless steel
or powder coated frame.
Personalized to complement
your space.
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Hospitality - Stage Solutions

STAGE SOLUTIONS
When you’re looking for dependable performance, it has to
be SICO . We’re proud to carry a complete line of innovative
portable staging solutions and accessories that bring solid
support and impeccable style to any event. Set-up is simple.
Take-down is easy. And our variety of mobile solutions make
transport and storage stress-free.
®

Performance
Stages

Meeting &
Banquet Stages
In hospitality, every day
brings a new event and a
different presentation need –
from small-group sessions to
posh galas, some planned for
and some not. Stay prepared
for whatever the day throws
your way with our reliable
Meeting & Banquet Stages,
with the portability, mobility
and easy set-up that’ll keep
you ready for any event.

Performers have enjoyed
SICO® mobile and portable
stages for generations, but
your staff will believe our
stages are the true stars
of the show.

Accessories
Our ramps, steps, drapes,
backdrops and other
accessories will add crucial
functionality and safety as
well as a touch of style to
your stage performances.
With SICO®, every detail is
covered so every event you
host can be spectacular.

When your event requires an
elevated platform for small
regional or large national
events, SICO’s performance
stages are a must. Design
to be easy to operate with
minimal storage, SICO’s
performance stages provide
an exceptional value for
any venue.
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MEETING & BANQUET STAGES

Caster Transport
With SICO’s mobile stage and risers systems, storage is a snap. Our units
can be rolled away in minutes, freeing up your staff to focus on other
important tasks.
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STAGES

Tri-Height

1800 Series
The dual-height and single
height 1800 series offers all
the advantages of a m
 obile
folding stage, plus the a
 dded
simplicity and speed of
built-in height adjustability.
A single person operation
means rooms can be turned
quickly, with minimal labor.
This saves of both money
and time for any operation.
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Our Tri-Height mobile
stage is available with three
variable height adjustments
and reversible decks, m
 aking
for a versatile s ystem.
Designed for m
 aximum
set-up fl
 exibility.
The T
 ri-Height can be used
as a head table riser, s peaker
platform, or runway. The
possibilities are endless.
Single person operation
means rooms can be turned
quickly, with minimal labor.
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MEETING & BANQUET STAGES

Storage Caddies
With SICO® stages and risers, storage is no sweat. Our solutions fold and fit
easily into our storage caddies and can be rolled away in minutes, freeing up
your staff to focus on other important tasks.
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STAGES

TechLite™*

Variable Terrain

X-Press
The SICO X-Press Stage
and Riser is designed with a
sturdy build, in a lightweight
frame, so it can be e
 asily
transported from one
application to another. It
sets up in a snap, by simply
unfolding the frame and
laying the deck into place.
Choose from m
 ultiple deck
surfaces, including our
innovative Tuff Deck
or carpet.
®

A smart, dual-use product
that maximizes space and
productivity, our Variable
Terrain solution can be set
up as a performance stage
or tiered risers for seated
riser, choral or instrumental
performances – indoors or
out. You’ll get multiple height
options and stage units that
can be locked together at
the same height or in tiered
set-ups, for strength and
stability across
every configuration.
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TechLite™ makes it easy
to t ailor a stage and r iser
system to fit small or large
spaces – and without
the need for tools. With
adjustable and fixed heights,
optional a
 nti-slip Riga Heksa
Plus Decking or carpet, our
Power Lock™ leg-fastening
system and more, the
TechLite™ is a v ersatile
performer you can count on.
*Patent Pending
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PERFORMANCE STAGES

Efficient Storage
SICO innovation extends beyond the stage, to include storage solutions,
too. All of our performance stages are designed for secure, compact, lowstress storage. Because a great stage shouldn’t have to take up a great
amount of space.
®
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STAGES

Venue Maker Pro™*
This is staging innovation
from top to bottom. The
Venue Maker Pro™* (VMP)
includes features no one
else offers: top-deck leveling,
v-shape frame design for easy
under stage access and the
smallest storage footprint of
any stage in its class. SICO®
does it again!
*Patent Pending
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STAGE ACCESSORIES

ADA Ramps
Our ADA-compliant ramps are made up of modular, mobile folding units
that set up quickly and easily, and are adaptable to each of our various
stages. All ramps are carpeted, include side guardrails and designed with
a gradual incline of 1” per foot (2.54 cm/m) – for smooth, confident stage
entrances and exits.
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Hospitality - Stage Solutions

STAGES

Chair &
Table Stops

Modular Steps

Articulating Steps
Articulating steps can be
raised and lowered to enable
use with a wide variety of
stage heights. Steps attach to
the top of a stage deck which
provide support for the
steps. Available in carpet or
black vinyl on the tread.

Modular steps are fixed steps
that are easy to o
 perate
and have a smaller storage
footprint than articulating
steps. Add additional step
platforms to create the
necessary height. Each
platform rolls and locks
into place with ease so
performers can enter and
exit the stage gracefully.
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These rugged stops help
optimize safety by e
 nsuring
tables and chairs won’t slide
off the stage. Made from
steel bars and available in
multiple lengths, they attach
quickly and rest one-half
inch above the surface of the
stage deck.
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STAGE ACCESSORIES

Crowd Control Barriers
Crowd control barriers can help you keep order when and where you need it.
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Hospitality - Stage Solutions

STAGES

Enclosure Panels
Use enclosure panels to c reate a finished look to a stage while
 dding safety for your performers.
a

Drapes

Guardrails
& Covers

Backdrops
Our solid backdrops create
a professional look and
help focus the audience’s
attention on the performers,
not on what’s happening
backstage.

Safety is always your first
priority and SICO® is here
to help. Guardrails must
be used with all of our
stages and r isers and we
have o
 ptions to fit all of our
systems. We even include
rail covers in multiple color
selections to fit your
staging décor.
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SICO® Drapes add a
first-class finishing touch
to your s taging, secured
by continuous hook and
loop fastener strips that
make it extra-easy to attach
the s kirting. Our d
 raperies
are made of attractive,
flame-retardant fabric that
retains its beauty over
years of use.
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Hospitality - Dance Floor Solutions

DANCE FLOOR SOLUTIONS
SICO invented the first professional portable dance floor in
1964 and continues to stay a step ahead of the competition.
In fact, more dance moves and more dance memories have
been created on SICO floors than any other brand! When
you want to give your guests the best, it has to be SICO .
®

®

®

Laminate
Available in a wide v ariety
of stylish laminates, our
Cam-Lam* or S
 tarlight II*
solutions for indoor-outdoor
use, o
 ffer versatility so you
can c reate a first-class dance
environment for your guests
virtually anywhere. They’re
maintenance-free and resist
chipping, scratching and
fading – protecting your
flooring investment. Plus,
they feature our positive
Cam-Lock system for easy
alignment and simple set-up
and take-down.
*Patented
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LAMINATE DANCE FLOORS

Storage Caddies
Save on take-down time and avoid hassles with our smooth-rolling storage
caddies. Cleverly designed with separate spaces to hold dozens of panels as
well as trim pieces, SICO’s storage caddies make it easy to secure, store and
safeguard your floor until the next big event.
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Hospitality - Dance Floor Solutions

DANCE FLOORS

Cam-Lam*

Starlight II*
With the rugged Starlight
II, the sky’s the limit. This
safe, secure portable dance
floor is built to withstand
the rigors of outdoor use. It
combines a h
 igh-pressure
laminate surface with a
high-density fi
 berglass
reinforced foam inner core,
positioned b
 etween sheets
of sturdy aluminum. And our
Cam-Lock positive locking
system streamlines set-up
and take-down.

Available in a variety of
laminate designs from
a wood plank look to a
modern or rustic finish.
SICO’s C
 am-Lam dance floor
delivers a m
 aintenance-free
finish that resists scratching
and fading. And it features
our positive Cam-Lock
system for a
 utomatic panel
alignment and a fast, secure
fit – making set-up simple!
*Patented

*Patented
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Hospitality - Mobile Sleeper/Wallbed Solutions

MOBILE SLEEPER/WALLBED SOLUTIONS
You don’t need a lot of space to create a satisfying sleep
experience. SICO Mobile Sleeper/Wallbed Solutions allow
you to transform any room into a bedroom, so your guests
rest easy and you feel good knowing you’re maximizing
every room’s ROI.
®

Mobile Sleepers
A comfortable sleeping
solution for your guests.
SICO’s Mobile Sleepers utilize
a conventional mattress and
foundation o
 ptimizing your
guests’ sleeping c omfort
while enhancing your
ability to market rooms and
optimize your space. Our
premier Mobile Sleepers
with a s tandard or pillow
top mattress, feature a
lightweight design and swivel
casters that allow the beds to
be easily and quietly rolled to
wherever they are needed.
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Wallbeds
Turn the room you have
into the space you need. A
meeting room by day and
a sleeping room by night.
SICO’s wallbed solutions help
you optimize your f acilities
space, while increasing
revenue. Available in twin to
king with unlimited cabinetry
styles and options, SICO’s
wallbeds are the
perfect solution.
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MOBILE SLEEPERS

Roll Away with Ease
Each SICO® Mobile Sleeper features a lightweight design and durable swivel
casters that allow you to transport the unit easily and quietly on any surface.
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Hospitality - Mobile Sleeper/Wallbed Solutions

MOBILE SLEEPER/WALLBED

Pillow Top

Standard Top
Treating your guest to a
comfortable, quality night’s
sleep has never been
easier. SICO’s standard
mobile sleepers utilize a
conventional mattress and
foundation which can generate additional revenue for
your facility while providing
the perfect night sleep for
your guest.
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For extra pampering and
an ultra-plush sleeping
experience, SICO’s pillow top
mobile sleeper is the solution
for your facility. The pillow
top mattress and foundation
provide premier comfort.
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CUSTOM WALLBEDS

Creates Multi-functional Space
With custom designed cabinetry to complement your décor, transforming
your hospitality suite from a meeting room into a sleeping room is simple.
Rent your space twice in 24 hours for maximum revenue.
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Hospitality - Mobile Sleeper/Wallbed Solutions

MOBILE SLEEPER/WALLBED

Room Maker

Eurobed

24/7 Sofa
The convenience of a sofa
with the sleeping comfort of
a conventional mattress. The
24/7 system a
 ccommodates
both. This wallbed s ystem
allows for maximum
versatility.

When space is at a premium,
choose the Eurobed. It is the
most space efficient choice in
the down position as the bed
is recessed into the cabinet.
Lift and lower the bed with
your fingertips. The European
slot system adjusts to the
contours of the body and
replaces the box spring.
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The comfort of a real box
spring and standard size
mattress. The Room Maker
can be floor or wall mounted.
Pillows can store right on the
bed when folded. Choose
from elegant cabinet styles
or custom cabinetry to match
your room’s décor and create
a winning ensemble.
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SPACE.

Reimagined.
With our products and knowledgeable
professionals by your side, your
environment becomes transformed
and the experiences you offer do too.
Our FREE Space Design service can
help you transform and maximize your
space when using our products.
That’s space reimagined. That’s SICO®.

MultiApp Table
Model: TUC22WQI7912BT

MORE FROM SICO ®

There’s no end to what you and your guests can do when you tap into the power of
the SICO product portfolio. In addition to the offerings highlighted in this c atalog,
our lineup includes these additional innovative options. To see more product
solutions visit www.sicoinc.com.
®

3-in-1 ConverTable

Insta-Theatres

Attached Seating
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